
We worked with The Ritz-Carlton Yacht Collection team over 2 years to design 
custom accessories with a sleek, modern feel in mixed textures and muted earth 
tones.  With every single detail conceived to enhance the guest experience, this 
intimate and luxurious yacht is as much a destination as the ports it visits.  

The Ritz-Carlton Yacht Collection, Evrima

Minibar

Living Area



Guest Bathroom

HamperLaundry Return Box



The Ritz-Carlton Yacht Collection, Evrima

Pool and Spa



We worked with the property team to develop accessories for the newly imagined, 
all-suite accommodations at the Fairmont Kea Lani.  Tropical, breezy, and casually 
luxurious, the design team blended elements of the island’s rich cultural heritage and 
lush surroundings with artful touches of modern elegance, like our signature White 
Lacquer accessories.

Fairmont Kea Lani

Guest Bath

Guest Room

Our Lacquer finish is available in any Pantone, Sherwin Williams or Benjamin 
Moore color reference in both gloss and matte options. Part of our Quick Ship 
program, White Lacquer accessories are stocked at our warehouse in California.  



Our hand-cast Resin and Lacquer finishes are available in any Pantone, Benjamin Moore 
or Sherwin Williams color reference with a variety of textural and sheen options.  The 
wood ice bucket is available in a variety of wood tones

Mii Amo, Sedona

Guest Bath

Guest Room

Our “Terra Cotta” matte resin and lacquer collection, created to honor Mii Amo's intimate 
connection to its spectacular surroundings among the red rocks of Sedona’s Boynton 
Canyon, reflects the resort’s unique spin on understated elegance and rustic luxury.



Gorgeously secluded amid the spectacular red rocks of Boynton Canyon, Enchantment 
is cozy, elegant and intimately connected to its surroundings.  Inspired by its minimalist 
architecture and the rich earth tones of its industrial chic interiors, we developed this 
collection of sleek, modern forms in a variety of Java Matte finishes.

Enchantment Resort

Guest Bath

Guest Room
Our Smooth Leather Match contributes a touch of warmth and a softer sensibility to 
Enchantment’s Southwestern inspired casitas and suites.  While color and form evoke the 
guest bath accessories, we love the textural contrast these pieces lend to the collection.

Our hand cast Matte Resin has an earthy, stone-like sensibility (and heft) that lends a 
rustic, yet luxurious touch. Our Resin and Lacquer finishes are available in any Pantone, 
Benjamin Moore or Sherwin Williams color reference. 



We collaborated with the property's designers to create this fresh, breezy collection with 
a contemporary, coastal sensibility. The warm sand tones, muted blue accents, and 
organic textures of our pieces reflect the ombre patterns of the Atlantic ocean and 
contribute a sense of harmony with the resort’s idyllic surroundings.

Our Natural Mendong, with wood accents and custom-colored leather match trim, 
has a beachy, organic and casually luxurious vibe.  Mendong is crafted from 
Mendong grass, which is sustainably grown and harvested, and then hand-loomed 
by the skilled artisans at our company-owned factory in Indonesia.

 

Southernmost Beach Resort, Key West Guest Room and Guest Bath Accessories



The interiors of this spectacular new property celebrate the island’s unique culture and 
natural beauty, incorporating design elements inspired by the Miyako Blue Sea and its 
surroundings.  Bespoke touches, such as locally sourced artwork and our hand-crafted 
guest room and bath accessories, contribute to the refined and luxurious ambience. 

Our richly-textured, Broadweave, Gray-Metallic Leather Match lends a warm, earthy 
contrast to the beachy, nature-inspired interiors.  This proprietary finish, crafted by the 
skilled artisans at our company-owned factory in Indonesia, features exquisite detailing, 
including a meticulously woven, broadweave pattern, pearlized sheen and hand-
stitched trim.    

  

 

Hilton Okinawa Miyako Island Resort Guest Room and Guest Bath Accessories



The Godfrey Detroit (Curio Collection)

Our luggage racks are hand crafted from solid wood and available in a variety of wood 
tones. Clean lines, elegant forms and impeccable craftsmanship elevate the guests’ 
unpacking experience and contribute to the modern, luxurious vibe of the space.

Our Gray Faux Shagreen is a two-tone Leather Match Finish featuring a pebbled texture 
reminiscent of stingray skin.  Effortlessly chic, Faux Shagreen offers incredible design 
flexibility as it is available in a wide range of colors including single and two-tone options.

The square soap dish is crafted from our full-body hand-cast resin

Guest Bath and Guest Room

Tailored and timeless, the guestrooms at The Godfrey Detroit are inspired by the rich 
local diversity and industrial aesthetics of the area’s restoration spirit.  Intentional, 
bespoke touches, including  our hand-crafted accessories, lend reflectivity and 
dimension, contributing to Godfrey’s unique take on urban luxury and sophistication.  



Perched above the lava cliffs of Keauhou Bay, Outrigger Kona offers breathtaking 
views and spacious guestrooms featuring island inspired décor.  Modern touches, 
such as our Lacquer, Polyweave and Wave Textured Leather Match accessories, lend 
touches of modern elegance and sophistication to the newly reimagined guestrooms.  

Outrigger Kona Resort & Spa

Guest Bathroom

Guest Room
Polyweave (recycling bin), is crafted from recycled polypropylene straps, has a soft, woven 
aesthetic and features organic, rounded forms. Wave Textured Leather Match, shown here 
in black, features crisp, modern forms with a subtly textured “wave” pattern. 

Our Lacquer finish is available in any Pantone, Sherwin Williams or Benjamin Moore color 
reference in both gloss and matte options. Part of our Quick Ship program, White Lacquer 
accessories are stocked at our warehouse in California.  



Kauai Shores Hotel

Guest Bath and Guest Room 

We worked with the property’s interior designer to create these custom colored, Smooth 
Leather Match accessories.  Silkscreening is one of our many custom capabilities, which 
allowed us to print “Opala” on the recycling bin. 

As a low-key beachfront oasis, Kauai Shores delivers a pure Kauai experience 
brimming with Aloha spirit and featuring a whimsical, funky and fun vibe. 
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